Rainbow Color Cones™
My First color Game
Contents:
Game board
Spinner
4 Cone cards
30 Scoops
4 Ice-cream cone pawns

Object of the Game:
Be the first player to fill your cone card with one scoop of each color.

Level 1:
Setup:
• Place scoops word-side down on the game board.
• Take a cone card and place it in front of you.
• Choose an ice-cream cone pawn and place it on a matching color space on the game board.
• Before playing, review color names with the players.

How to Play:
• The youngest player goes first.
• On your turn, spin the spinner.
• If you spin a number, move your pawn that number of spaces in either direction.
• Look at the color space your pawn lands on and take a matching scoop from the board.
• If you land on a rainbow space ( ), pick any color scoop.
• Find the matching color on your cone card and fit the scoop into it.
• If you already have that color scoop, return it to the game board. Your turn is over.
• If you spin a double scoop ( ), take two scoops of any color.
• The first player who fills a cone card wins!

Level 2:
Setup:
• Place the scoops on the board with the word side facing up.
• Take a cone card and place it in front of you.
• Choose a pawn and place it on a matching color space on the game board.
• Before playing, practice reading the color names with players.

**How to Play:**
Follow the same rules as Level 1, except:

• After picking a scoop, turn it over to see if the color matches the color your game pawn landed on.
• If it matches, and you need it, fit it into your cone card.

For more color recognition practice, at the end of a game, all players may pick the rest of the scoops needed to complete their cone cards. Players should read the color name before picking a scoop.
Look for these products from Learning Resources®:
LER 7410 Smart Snacks® Counting Cookies™ Game
LER 7412 Smart Snacks® Sorting Shapes Cupcakes™ Game